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Semi-Living Art

Oron Catts and Ionat Zurr

What Makes a Blob Alive?

The resolution in which we think we know the world ranges from the sub-atomic to the

universe. We perceive the world as a relatively large organism1 that harbors a thing called

consciousness and a concept of self. Many humans feel uneasy and even threatened when

exposed to objects that might question their perceived realities. Parts of bodies of complex

organisms have been cultured since 1910.2 The ‘‘production of a new surprising form of

life, cellular life in vitro,’’3 presented a tangible challenge to our concept of self as well as

the concept of death. Initially, the existence of the semi-living, a part of a complex living

being sustained alive outside and independent from that being, was rarely discussed,

mainly due to its confinement to a scientific context. The semi-livings are now out of the

laboratories and into an artistic context. This opens up new discourses about the different

relationships we might form with these new entities and sheds a different light on our

perception of life.

The timing is not accidental. We humans have generated enough knowledge to manip-

ulate different levels of life to an extent that requires us to reevaluate our understanding of

the concept of life. Back in 1905 in the light of experiments in surgery and embryology,

H. G. Wells wrote: ‘‘We overlook only too often the fact that a living being may also

be regarded as raw material, as something plastic, something that may be shaped and

altered.’’4 He then went on to write the Island of Dr. Moreau, fictionally exploring this

concept at the level of the whole organism. The appropriation of parts of complex organ-

isms, sustained and grown outside of the body as ‘‘plastic raw material’’ to be ‘‘shaped and

altered’’ seems like a more palatable version of this concept. In reality it seems that there

were more epistemological barriers to the use of living parts of complex organisms then



that of the whole. The sustenance and manipulation of parts seems to be more disturbing

and confronting because it puts into question rooted perception of the inseparable whole

living being. If we can sustain parts of the body alive, manipulate, modify, and utilize

them for different purposes, what does it say about our perceptions of our bodies, our

wholeness and our selves? As mentioned previously, the developments of tissue culture

techniques started at the turn of the twentieth century, but the realization that functional

utilitarian tissue constructs can be engineered is still a controversial one. It might not be

surprising to realize that the main examples of this can be found in the US military5 and

in the new area of wet biology art practice. The first is not concerned with the broader

epistemological and ethical implications, while the second attempts to confront them.

The form and the application of our newly acquired knowledge will be determined by

the prevailing ideologies that develop and control the technology. When the manipula-

tion of life takes place in an atmosphere of conflict and profit-driven competition, the

long-term results might be disquieting. One role that art can play is to suggest scenarios

of ‘‘worlds under construction’’ and subvert technologies for the purpose of creating con-

testable objects. This role of art makes the emergence of the semi-livings and the multi-

leveled exploration of its use so relevant.

The Tissue Culture & Art Project

Wet biology art practices are engaged in the manipulation of living systems. The Tissue

Culture & Art Project (TC&A)6 is exploring the manipulation of living tissues as a

medium for artistic expression; it looks at the level above the cell and below the whole

organism. We use tissue engineering and stem cell technologies to create semi-living enti-

ties. The semi-livings are made of living tissues from complex organisms grown over/into

three-dimensional constructed substrates. At this stage our semi-living entities grow in

artificial conditions, which imitate body conditions, in bioreactors. This new palate of ma-

nipulation, at least at this stage, is significantly linked to ethical concerns and to emerging

philosophical issues.

The TC&A is introducing a new class of object/being in the continuum of life: the

semi-livings are constructed of living and nonliving materials, and are new autonomous

entities located at the fuzzy border between the living/nonliving, grown/constructed,

born/manufactured, and object/subject. While the semi-livings rely on the vet/mechanic,

the farmer/artist, or the nurturer/constructor to care for them, they are not human imita-

tions and do not attempt to be human replacements. Rather they are a new class of object/

being that is both similar to and different from other human artifacts (humans’ extended

phenotype) such as constructed objects and selectively bred domestic plants and animals.

These entities consist of living biological systems that are artificially designed and need

human and/or technological intervention for their construction and maintenance.
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This chapter will describe some of our semi-living artworks and discuss the different

levels of relations and interactions that we explored with these new entities. When we

started back in 1996, we were looking at the production of ornamental objects covered

with living skin. We then explored the construction of different tissue types and sub-

strates. We began to shy away from aspects of beauty for a deeper exploration of the ethical

and epistemological issues and concerns about the life-science industry in general. By

exploring different tissue types we also looked at the different levels of interaction and

feedback that some tissue types can generate, although here we are referring mainly to

neural and muscle tissue constructs. In a sense, when we started to look at what we could

get these tissue constructs to do, we emulated humans’ path of interaction with fellow liv-

ing beings. We started looking for a mode of manipulation to exploit our newly developed

semi-livings. We are now looking at the form of the ultimate exploitation: that of con-

sumption, of eating the semi-living. This form of relationship is the most problematic

but also the most primal, and brings us back to the basic interaction humans have with

their fellow living beings. Consumption of living beings is also an issue our modern soci-

ety is trying to conceal, and one we are attempting to expose. This discussion will raise

issues in regard to society’s hypocrisies towards living systems (let alone semi-living sys-

tems) and to the ‘‘other’’ in general. Our semi-livings are ‘‘evocative objects’’7 that raise

emotional and intellectual reactions and suggest alternative scenarios for a future.

Semi-Living Sculptures

The TC&A project began by the exploring tissue-engineering technologies to create semi-

living sculptures. Tissue engineering deals with constructing artificial support systems

(with the use of biomaterials) to direct and control the three-dimensional growth of tissue

into desired shapes in order to replace or support the function of defective or injured body

parts. ‘‘In essence, new and functional living tissue is fabricated using living cells, which

are usually associated in one way or another with a matrix or scaffolding to guide tissue

development.’’8 In the mid-nineties the ‘‘poster boy’’ of tissue engineering—the mouse

with the ear on its back—was released to the public eye. The Vacanti brothers,9 pioneers

in the field of tissue engineering, grew an ear-shaped construct, which was seeded with a

patient’s own cells. They used a nude mouse (an engineered mouse stripped of part of its

immune system) as a natural bioreactor. The image of this new chimera triggered many

responses worldwide. For artists, it presented the possibility of sculpting with living tis-

sues (not without feeling concern regarding the use of a living sentient mouse as a tool for

such an endeavor). Around that time Oron Catts was writing his thesis in product design

suggesting the creation of a product called Costume Grown Living Surface as a point

of future interaction between design and biotechnology. The exploration into this new

semi-living product stemmed from ecological concerns, a search for sustainable modes of
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production as well as the perception of design as only ‘‘skin deep.’’ The use of naturally

occurring processes, engineered and manipulated by humans, can be seen as a way of over-

coming some of the problems associated with current modes of production. Changing the

culture of production from manufacturing to growing was in the core of Oron’s research.

However, the research also indicated that some very profound ethical and epistemological

issues require further investigation. It became apparent to us that in order to explore these

issues, we needed to develop tangible examples of the semi-living and expose their visceral

existence in public spaces. Looking at the prevailing ideologies behind the biotech indus-

try, we decided that the only way to further explore this idea should be to approach it as an

artistic project. Creating real semi-living sculptures would enable us to suggest, explore,

critique, and provoke the public, and to create a space in which we could explore the reac-

tions, emotions, and attitudes towards them.

By way of a lucky coincidence, we learned about a professor of anatomy, Professor Mir-

anda D. Grounds, in the University of Western Australia, who was interested in working

with artists.10 We approached her with our idea of exploring the use of tissue culture as a

medium for artistic expression. To our surprise, she invited us to work in her labs and

introduced us to a polymer scientist (Professor Traian Chirila) who was developing poly-

mers for biomedical research. The openness and courage of these two scientists (joined

shortly after by one of our main collaborators, neuroscientist Dr. Stuart Bunt) encouraged

us to get our hands wet and explore, in what can be described as a phenomenological ex-

perience, working with living biological materials using the tools of modern biology. With

a small grant from the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts, we were able to pay for the

materials and other consumables we used as part of the initial research, and could learn

tissue culture techniques and basic concepts regarding biomaterials. Following this initial

grant we received more substantial funds from the New Media Arts Fund of the Austra-

lian Council for the Arts. These funds enabled us to concentrate on our research. At this

time Guy Ben-Ary joined us as the third member of The Tissue Culture & Art Project.

We begun by culturing cells over glass (figures 15.1–15.2). We ‘‘wrapped’’ glass with

a monolayer of epidermal and connective tissue. Figurines were suspended in the tissue

culture flask hung with a sterile string. We designed the glass figurines in shapes of tech-

nological artifacts (such as cogwheels, bombs, etc.). The cells were harvested from rabbit

eyes. We would like to emphasize that all of our tissues, with one exception,11 were scav-

enged from leftovers of animals that were killed for scientific research or food consump-

tion. The idea of scavenging is of importance to us for ethical reasons (to reduce animal

suffering) and from a philosophical perspective (to enhance the idea of tissue culturing as

an extension of life). Some of the cells we cultured were taken from animals killed more

than twenty-four hours prior to any treatment we gave them (obviously, the meat was kept

in a cool environment). Using tissue culture, we have successfully extended the life of parts

of organisms for up to nine months.12 In the words of Landecker (2002), ‘‘animals appar-

ently could also live without themselves.’’13
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Figure 15.1

Oron Catts and Ionat Zurr, B(W)omb, 1998. Digital montage, 68.8� 33.8 in (175 �
86 cm). The montage depicts epidermal and connective tissue grown over a glass figurine

in a shape of a bomb (8 Oron Catts, Ionat Zurr. Photo 8 Ionat Zurr).
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Stone Age Biology, 1998–1999

This stage of our project, initially known as ‘‘Force and Intelligence on Plastic,’’ could be

seen as a conceptual turning point in our practice. Here, for the first time, we were di-

rectly addressing the epistemological consequences of new developments in the applica-

tion of newly acquired knowledge in the fields of biology and biomedical research.

We grew skeletal muscle (‘‘force’’) and neuron cells (‘‘intelligence’’) over three-

dimensional miniature replicas of stone tools made of biocompatible polymers p(HEMA).

Creating semi-living prehistorical stone tools was a tangible metaphor for the mental shift

Figure 15.2

Oron Catts and Ionat Zurr, Hamsa, 1998. Digital montage, 68.8� 33.8 in (175 �
86 cm). The montage depicts skeletal muscle tissue grown over a found glass amulet that

supposes to protect from the evil eye (8 Oron Catts, Ionat Zurr. Photo 8 Ionat Zurr).
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humanity has to go through when treating living nature (including ourselves) as a resource

for new biological tools that will be part of our manufactured environment. A similar

mental shift happened when early humans realized that stones could be chipped to form

functional tools. Only the humans that could build a mental three-dimensional represen-

tation of a finished tool, and who had the cognitive ability to plan ahead and manually

construct the tools, could survive the game of natural selection. For them, nature be-

came a resource for raw materials for tool production. This mental shift separated humans

from nature for the first time, and transformed our species into a technology-based

organism.

Our looking at semi-livings as tools would be the starting point of our attempts to ex-

plore issues of utilitarian exploitation of living systems: issues that were further developed

in our subsequent practice.

The Feeding Ritual: The Tissue Culture & Art(ifical) Wombs (2000)

During the early years of our practice we could not present the living semi-living sculp-

tures outside of the confines of the laboratory. Besides the reluctance of galleries to present

living/moist art, and the regulations involved in receiving permission to present live tissue

constructs in a public domain, there are also the practicalities involved in setting up the

basic requirements for the survival of semi-living sculptures outside of the lab. The semi-

living sculptures need to be kept in sterile conditions, immersed in nutrient media and

kept at a temperature which suits their needs (mammalian tissue in 37 degrees Fahrenheit,

fish and amphibians can be left at room temperature). Our first exhibitions presented

images of the sculptures or the sculptures themselves already fixed in formaldehyde. The

importance of exposing the living visceral sculptures was obvious.

In 2000, while working as Research Fellows at the Tissue Engineering and Organ Fab-

rication Laboratory, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, we were

invited to present our living sculptures for the first time as part of The Tissue Culture &

Art(ificial) Wombs installation at the Ars Electronica festival. For this we constructed a tis-

sue culture laboratory in situ (in the gallery) that enabled us to show the living semi-

living sculptures and feed them daily. The Feeding Ritual is now an integral part of our

installations, in which we invite the public to view the procedure through peep holes in

the laboratory we have constructed in the gallery. The Feeding Ritual attempts not only to

demystify some of the processes involved in creating semi-living entities but also to em-

phasize the notion that life that we have created needs care for its survival and is wholly

dependent on us to feed and nurture it.

In The Tissue Culture & Art(ificial) Wombs installation, we have handcrafted biodegrad-

able/bioabsorbable polymers (PGA, PLGA, and P4HB) and surgical sutures to create an

iconic semi-living entity of a worry doll. The audiences were encouraged to tell the semi-

living worry dolls their worries (figure 15.3).13,14
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Figure 15.3

Oron Catts, Ionat Zurr and Guy Ben-Ary, Semi-Living Worry Doll, 2000. Biodegradable/

bioabsorbable polymers, surgical sutures, and McCoy Cell Line, 0.5� 0.3� 0.1 in

(15� 10� 5 mm) (8 Oron Catts, Ionat Zurr and Guy Ben-Ary. Photo 8 Ionat Zurr).
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The Killing Ritual: Pig Wings (2001)

In the Pig Wings project we differentiated bone marrow stem cells to grow pig bone tissue

in the shape of the three solutions for flight in vertebrates. Winged bodies (both animal

and human) have been used in most cultures throughout history. Usually, the kind of

wings represented the creatures (chimeras) as either good/angelic (bird-wing) or evil/

satanic (bat-wing). There is a third solution to flight in vertebrates which seems to be

mostly free of cultural values—that of the pterosaurs. In this work we were referring to

the often less than realistic propositions coming from the mass media and public relations

statement from research institutes dealing with new biological technologies. The rhetoric

surrounding the human genome project and xenotransplantation made us wonder if pigs

would fly one day and, if they would, what shape their wings would take? The original

lab-grown pig wings were cultured for around nine months; we then fixed them and

coated them with gold. For the first public exhibition of the Pig Wings project (figure

15.4),15 we cultured another set of wings for five months prior to the show. We then

transferred the living wings to the gallery where we maintained them alive for the first

ten days of the show. As we had to go back to Perth and there was no one who could

care for the living wings, we devised yet another ritual (which we used for subsequent

shows as well) of the killing of the sculptures.

At the end of every installation we faced the ultimate challenge of an artist—we have

to kill our creation. Transferring living material across borders is difficult and not always

possible, and as there is usually noone who is willing to ‘‘adopt’’ the semi-living entities

and feed them (under sterile conditions) daily, we have to kill them. The killing is done

by taking the semi-living sculptures out of their containment and letting the audience

touch (and be touched by) the sculptures. The fungi and bacteria which exist in the air

and on our hands are much more potent than the cells. As a result, the cells get contami-

nated and die (some instantly, and some over time). The Killing Ritual (figure 15.5) also

enhances the idea of the temporality of living art and the responsibility which lies on us

(humans as creators) to decide upon their fate.

Is it Sentient? Can it Learn? A Semi-Living Artist

One very important aspect of our practice is to try to identify trends in scientific research

relating to the concept of the semi-living. In mid-2000 we learned about research con-

cerning the use of living neuronal assemblies for computational and machine-operating

purposes. A robot operated by eel neurons and leech neuron calculators16 are just two

examples of such research. At the time we were in Boston, and we brought these stories

to the attention of Guy Ben-Ary in Perth. Together we decided to develop a project pro-

posing a system based on similar concepts that would attempt to display qualities we tend

to only observe in fellow humans. This ongoing research project originally known as ‘‘Fish
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Figure 15.4

Oron Catts, Ionat Zurr, and Guy Ben-Ary, Pig Wings, 2000–2002. Pig bone marrow stem

cells, differentiated into bone tissue, approx. 1.5� 0.3� 0.1 in (40� 10� 4 mm) each

set. Medium: Bone tissue and degradable polymer scaffold. Cultured and grown for nine

months in shapes of wings: The Chiropteran, Aves, and Pterosaurs versions (8 Oron Catts,

Ionat Zurr, and Guy Ben-Ary).
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and Chips’’ (now being referred to as ‘‘MEART’’) explores notions of artistry and creativity

in the age of new biological technologies.

For this project we interfaced living neural assemblies to a robotic arm that produced

two-dimensional marks. We were exploring different modes of feedback loops and at-

tempting to make some kind of sense of the streams of data received from these neural

assemblies. The first public outing of this project was at the 2001 Ars Electronica Festival.

That was the first generation of the project, where we picked up activity from goldfish

neural assemblies, both prefabricated (i.e., bits of brain) and cultured over silicon and

Pyrex wafers. We used a single electrode to pick up the activity and a single electrical

stimulator to provide the feedback. We developed two computer programs to drive a

robotic arm (software created by Ian Sweetman) and manipulate a musical score (composed

Figure 15.5

Oron Catts, Ionat Zurr and Guy Ben-Ary, Pig Wings, 2002. The Killing Ritual, 2002. Me-

dium: Bone tissue and degradable polymer scaffold and glow in the dark plastic coffin,

approx. 1.5� 0.3� 0.1 in (40� 10� 4 mm) each set (8 Oron Catts, Ionat Zurr and

Guy Ben-Ary. Photo 8 Ionat Zurr).
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by Gil Weinberg). We used a sound-sensitive switch to control the audio output as a

source of electrical stimulation feedback to the neurons.

The second generation of this project was presented as part of the BioFeel exhibition in

August 2002 at the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts. In this stage we were collabo-

rating with Steve M. Potter, a neuroscientist from the Laboratory for Neuroengineering,

Georgia Institute of Technology. We introduced more complexity into the project by

growing the neurons over a multi-electrode array (sixty channels of activity) and the intro-

duction of telepresence. In this case, embryonic rat cortical neurons were cultured over the

multi-array ‘‘MEA’’ in a laboratory at Georgia Tech (the brain of MEART), and the data

received from the neural activity was processed both in Atlanta and Perth to control the

drawing arm (body of MEART) in real-time. We closed the feedback loop by sending the

stimulations to the neurons (multi-stimulations) in Georgia. The stimulation blue print

was based on images that were captured in the gallery in Perth. We were interested

to find out if there would be any change in the neural activity that resulted from the

stimulations.

Semi-Living Food: Disembodied Cuisine

Another way of interacting with living systems is to consume them as food. Throughout

history, most humans have practiced some kind of division among living entities, catego-

rizing them as food or others (such as pets, ornaments, work, etc.). These divisions are not

always clear, and we must practice some kind of hypocrisy in order to be able to love and

respect living things as well as to eat them. Dogs are an example of such confusion; in

some cultures they are ‘‘man’s best friend’’ (pets), in others they are ornaments and are

selectively bred for aesthetic qualities. Dogs in other cultures are being eaten. Peter Singer

refers to such division as ‘‘Speciesism in Practice—Animals as Food.’’17

Our project, entitled Disembodied Cuisine (figure 15.6) was shown at an international

biological art exhibition, L’art Biotech, in Nantes, France, in March 2003. In Disembodied

Cuisine we grew frog skeletal muscle over biopolymer for potential food consumption. A

biopsy was taken from an animal that continued to live and was displayed in the gallery

alongside the growing ‘‘steak.’’18 This installation culminated in a ‘‘feast.’’ We also cul-

ture plant tissue in which we marinated the ‘‘steak.’’

The idea and research into this project began at Harvard in 2000. The first steak we

grew was made out of prenatal sheep cells (skeletal muscle). We used cells harvested as

part of research into tissue engineering techniques in utero. The steak was grown from an

animal that was not yet born.

Disembodied Cuisine deals with one of the most common zones of interaction between

humans and other living systems, and probes the apparent uneasiness people feel when

someone ‘‘messes’’ with their food. Here the relationships with the semi-living are that

of consumption and exploitation; however, it is important to note that it is about ‘‘victim-
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less’’ meat consumption. As the cells from the biopsy proliferate, the in vitro steak contin-

ues to grow and expand, while the source, the animal from which the cells were taken, is

healing. Potentially this work presents a future in which there will be meat (or protein-

rich food) for vegetarians and the killing and suffering of animals destined for food con-

sumption will be reduced. Furthermore, ecological and economical problems associated

with the food industry can be reduced dramatically. However, by making our food a new

class of object/being—a semi-living—we are risking of making the semi-living the new

class for exploitation.

Where From Here?

Looking at communities of cells as entities, one can see the vast gradients of life’s complex-

ity. Lynn Margulis (1998) suggested that a eukaryotic cell is a result of the evolutionary

Figure 15.6

Oron Catts, Ionat Zurr and Guy Ben-Ary, Tissue Engineered Steak No. 1, 2000. A study

for Disembodied Cuisine Pre-Natal sheep skeletal muscle, cultured and grown for four

months, over PGA scaffold. Medium: Prenatal sheep skeletal muscle and degradable

PGA polymer scaffold, 1.1� 0.7� 0.1 in (30� 20� 5 mm). This was the first attempt

to use tissue engineering for meat production without the need to slaughter animals

(8 Oron Catts, Ionat Zurr and Guy Ben-Ary. Photo 8 Ionat Zurr and Oron Catts).
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symbiosis relations between two prokaryotic bacteria.19 Margulis presented a revolution-

ary perception not by looking at life as collections of entities but by presenting symbiotic

relations as a source of evolutionary leap.

Collections of cells cooperating/competing with each other for some sort of coherence

that will enable survival are now being manipulated/exploited by us. As there is more that

we do not know, we must work in a dialogue with these communities of cells. Etienne

Wolff (1952) warns that through the ‘‘illogical abuse of language, one often applies the

term ‘tissue culture’ to anarchic proliferations of cells that do not reflect either the struc-

ture or cohesion of the tissue from which they are taken.’’20 But as the field of tissue engi-

neering develops and more understanding of cell communications is attained, one realizes

that the semi-livings are more than ‘‘anarchic proliferations of cells.’’ This realization en-

ables us to view cancer cells (cell lines) in a positive light as ‘‘better’’ raw material for the

creation of semi-living sculptures outside the body. These cells grow faster and are more

resilient to the dangers of the external environment.

Perceiving a body as a collective of cell communities might challenge long-held value

systems, such as the idea of reincarnation of a whole body even if parts of the body are still

alive, spread in different geographical locations, and might have even greater bio mass

than the original body they derived from. Ideas about hierarchy in the animal kingdom

can be dissected when a body is dissected, since there is so much in common in all mam-

malian cells whether they are human or not. These cells show similar behaviors when

adjusting to their new in vitro ‘‘body,’’ attaching to substrates and communicating among

each other to form a sort of ‘‘self ’’ which is sort of alive.

It is in this context that Benthham’s question becomes important—the question is not

whether they can reason, nor whether they can talk, but whether they can suffer.21

Learning from our experiences of growing semi-living entities over the past ten years,

we are pursuing a better dialogue with our entities as well as encouraging the audience to

become an integral part of the discussion. Taking the living semi-living entities outside of

the scientific laboratory into an elaborated lab in a public space is not trivial but of enor-

mous importance to us.22 As the time and scale of cells is different that that of a whole

organism, when the cells are looked at in real time they seem still, and one has to make

a leap of faith to actually believe that they are alive. Creating time lapse movies of the

growth enabled us to partially solve this problem. Another strategy we are exploring is

the use of cultured muscle fibers to act as actuators, moving our sculptures in real time.

Adding the element of movement to our sculptures will enhance the perception that what

we are dealing with is actually alive. Humans have a strong tendency to perceive move-

ment as life, and this intuitive realization that our sculptures are alive would undoubtedly

confront viewers even more.

One of the most intimate interactions with other living beings involves touch. To see is

to believe, but to touch is to start creating some sort of bond. At this stage of our work,

touch has a fatal effect on the semi-living entities. In the future we would like to be able to
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take semi-livings outside of their sterile environment to let whole organisms (including

humans) physically interact and bond with them without killing them. For that we (and

other tissue engineer professionals) will need to fabricate an artificial capillary system.

Such a system will enable us to sustain thick cell constructs (larger ones as well) and

to grow an external layer of skin, which will act as a membrane barrier to the external

environment.

Our semi-living sculptures must be kept in sterile incubators and immersed in nutrient

media. We see them as evocative objects which require care for survival. When presenting

our sculptures alive in galleries, we have to construct a tissue culture laboratory in which

we can feed the semi-livings on a daily basis. In our installation, Pig Wings, presented

at the 2002 Adelaide Biennale of Australian Arts, we presented living-pig-bone-tissue-

sculptures grown into the shape of three sets of wings. The wings were about five months

old when they were brought to the gallery. We kept them alive in the gallery for another

ten days. But we had to go back to Perth, and there was no one in Adelaide to take care of

them, so we killed them. We performed a ‘‘ritual of killing the pig wings.’’ In this ritual,

we asked the audience to touch and be touched by the pig wings. On exposure to human

touch, the pig wings became contaminated and their death was imminent. They were fa-

tally infected by the bacteria and fungi that live in the environment and on humans. The

touching/killing rituals are our way of coercing people to face the problematic existence of

semi-living entities. These evocative entities expose the gaps between our new knowledge,

our ability to manipulate living systems, and our belief and value systems. These systems

are not equipped to deal with the epistemological, ethical, and psychological implications

raised by the emergence of the semi-living.

One of the issues limiting our ability to confront the audience is that of scale and tac-

tility. The main barrier to achieving a large-scale tissue-engineered sculpture is the lack of

an internal plumbing system (blood vessels and capillaries) to deliver nutrients and other

agents and to remove harmful waste. Diffusion alone cannot sustain thick formations of

tissue. The development of a capillary system would also facilitate the creation of a living

barrier—a skin—to protect the sculptures from harmful agents in the environment. This

would enable us to take our sculptures out of containment and provide an element of tac-

tile interaction.

Our semi-livings consist of constructed elements and living parts of one or more

organisms assembled and sustained alive by humans. The entities we create might become

our ‘‘natural-ish’’ companions, invading and replacing our constructed and manufactured

environments with growing, moving, soft, moist, and care-needing things. One area in

which the semi-living is seriously discussed is architecture; in 1996 we suggested the

creation of living walls as a way of making urban environments more hospitable. Ted

Krueger suggests that ‘‘Through the use of scaffolds, biologically-based components may

be configured to architectural requirements,’’23 and Geoffrey Miles describes a future in

which genetically modified bacterial towers dominate city skylines.24 This emergence of
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a new class of object/being may become increasingly visible as our abilities to manipulate

life increase. As these creations will contain different degrees of life and sentience, new

relationships will be formed with our environment, and with the concept of life itself.

Parts of our own bodies can be sustained apart from us as independent autonomous enti-

ties (currently, only small fragments such as skin cultures). What kinds of relationships are

we going to form with these entities? Will we care for them or abuse them? Where will

semi-living objects be positioned in the continuum of life and how will this affect our

value systems with regard to living systems, including our own bodies, human or

otherwise?

Notes

1. The best estimate is around fifty million. This is an estimate as some cells, such as blood cells,

continue to divide and regenerate in response to different factors (though some cells, like neurons

and, to a large extent, striated muscle, do not divide in the normal human adult). Therefore there is

not a static cell count within any one person. Size differences between individuals also dictate that

different numbers of cells must be present in the organs of different people http://www.sciencenet

.org.uk/database/Biology/Cell_Biology/b00307c.html.

2. The technique was invented by 1903 by J. M. J. Jolly, but was perfected by Alexis Carrel in

1910, who actually coined the term, ‘‘tissue culture.’’ Cited in A Vital Rationalist: Selected Writings

from Georges Canguilhem, ed. Francois Delaporte (New York: Zone Books, 1994), 300.

3. Hannah Landecker, ‘‘New Times for Biology: Nerve Cultures and the Advent of Cellular Life in

Vitro,’’ Studies in History and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical Sciences 33 (2002): 567–760.

4. H. G. Wells, ‘‘The Limits of Individual Plasticity,’’ in H. G. Wells: Early Writings in Science and

Science Fiction, eds. R. M. Philmus & D. Y. Hughes (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press,

1975), 36–39.

5. See http://www.darpa.mil/dso/TextOnly/thrust/sp/engcontissue.html.

6. Oron Catts initiated the Tissue Culture & Art Project in 1996.

7. The term ‘‘Evocative Object’’ was coined by Professor Sherry Turkle, originally in regard to

computers and other E-toys. For more see: Sherry Turkle, The Second Self: Computers and the Human

Spirit (London: Granada, 1984).

8. Robert P. Lanza, Robert Langar, and Joseph Vacanti, Principles of Tissue Engineering, 2nd ed. (San

Diego, CA: Academic Press, 1997), 4.

9. The Vacanti brothers and, especially, Dr. Joseph P. Vacanti are considered to be the pioneers in

the tissue-engineering field.

10. We have worked as artists in residence in the School of Anatomy and Human Biology, Univer-

sity of Western Australia, for four years. This mode of collaboration was later developed to form and

build a dedicated laboratory for artists dealing with life: SymbioticA—The Art and Science Collab-

orative Research Laboratory (Established in 2000 by Professor Miranda G. Grounds, Dr. Stuart

Oron Catts and Ionat Zurr
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Bunt [Directors], and Oron Catts [Artistic Director]). For more information see http://www

.symbiotica.uwa.edu.au.

11. For the Fish and Chips project we used goldfish CNS (central nervous system). This work

involved long and heated ethical discussions. At one point we were proposing to construct a ‘‘Fish

and Chips’’ restaurant in the gallery while using the fish’s CNS for neural recordings, cooking its

body, and serving it (together with fried chips) to the audience.

12. It is possible to continue to grow the cells forever by transforming them into a cell line. Cell

lines are cells that have been transformed by using viruses that ultimately cause the cells to grow

indefinitely in culture. Primary cells are explanted directly from a donor organism. They have a fi-

nite number of divisions in culture and, given the right conditions, can survive for some time.

13. As we developed our projects in the laboratories alongside our scientist colleagues, we found

the interactions with them and their reactions and critiques of our work extremely stimulating.

We believe that some of our best art works/performances were never shown in public—they hap-

pened (and are happening) in the lab.

14. You can read some of the worries, and add your own, on our Web site, http://www.symbiotica

.uwa.edu.au.

15. See http://www.adelaidebiennial.com/.

16. BBC News, 2 June 1999. Sci/Tech News, http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/sci/tech/newsid_

358000/358822.stm.

17. Peter Singer, Practical Ethics (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 62.

18. It is interesting that the first restriction on eating parts of animals while they are still alive can

be found in Genesis 9:3–4: ‘‘Every moving thing that lives shall be food for you; even as the green

herb have I given you all things. But flesh with its life, which is its blood, you shall not eat.’’

19. Lynn Margulis, Symbiosis of Cell Evolution (San Francisco: W. H. Freeman and Company, 1981).

20. Etienne Wollf cited in Francois Delaporte, ed., A Vital Rationalist: Selected Writings from Georges

Canguilhem (New York: Zone Books, 1994), 301.

21. Benthham cited in Peter Singer, Practical Ethics (New York: Cambridge University Press,

1993), 57.

22. We are now considering constructing a mobile lab that will enable us to take the semi-living

entities to remote places and enable interaction with different people through a service window in

the van.

23. Ted Krueger, ‘‘Heterotic Architecture,’’ in Reframing Consciousness: Art, Mind and Technology, ed.

Roy Ascott (Portland, OR, and Exeter, UK: Intellect Books, 1999), 234.

24. From a lecture by Geoffrey Miles at the symposium ‘‘Tissue Culture, Art, and Architecture,’’

organized by Eduardo Kac and Anders Nereim, at The School of the Art Institute of Chicago,

October 19, 2001.
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